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1 :DlI'.rRODUC'l'IOB

This paper analyzes a model of a simple general

equilibrium economy with a single product and a

single factor of production (labor). The model has

two crucial features. The first is that prices and

wages are set by firms, i.e. there is no Walrasian

auctioneer. The second is that individuals have

incomplete information in the sense that if prices

and wages follow non-degenerate distribution func

tions, then individuals know the forms of those

distribution functions but don I t know which firms

are charging what prices and wages. These two

features correspond to two fundamental (and rela

ted) problems of economic theory, namely, the logi

cal foundations of competitive analysis and of

search theory.

In competitive analysis individuals and firms are

assumed to regard prices as exogenous. Demands and

supplies are then treated as functions of the

exogenously given prices, and equilibrium is deter

mined by a vector of prices that equates supply

and demand on all markets. This equilibrium should

be locally stable if it is to be of any interest:

that is, if prices are close to their equilibrium

values, then the system should have a tendency to

approach equilibrium. The usual way to ensure

local stability is to assume a price adjustment

mechanism. If there is excess demand for a good,

then its price must rise: likewise excess supply

must lead to a price decrease.

The idea of price adjustment in response to excess

demand or supply is appealing since we believe

that firms do in reality adjust prices in response

to perceived profit opportunity. Unfortunately,
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this intuitive justification of the price adjust

ment mechanism faces a logica l problem in the

context of competitive analysis. (The classic

statement of this problem is given in Arrow

r21.) To derive a competitive equilibrium it is

assumed, on the one hand, that firms regard prices

as exogenously given while, on the other hand, the

local stability of that equilibrium is ensured by

a price adjustment mechanism that is intuitively

justified by a story in which firms are active

price-setters. Either firms set prices or they do

not~ they cannot be price-takers and price-makers

s imultaneou s ly.

Of course the standard way to plug this logical

hole is to introduce the fiction of the Walrasian

auctioneer. Given the existence of the auctioneer,

firms can be regarded as price-takers both in the

derivation of equilibrium and in the analysis of

the local stability of that equilibrium. The pro

blem with this device is that it is so blatantly

false. Almost no markets exhibit institutional ar

rangements that could be thought of as even remote

ly corresponding to the auctioneer. A much more

satisfactory approach would thus be to assume from

the beginning that prices are set by firms them

selves.

What sort of equilibrium might one expect in a

model with price-setting firms? If the market

power of any one firm vis a vis other firms is

negligible and if individuals are not completely

ill-informed, then one might expect to find an

equilibrium tolerably close to the one produced by

competitive analysis. In that case one could

accept the notion of equilibrium prices determined

as if they were set by the auctioneer.
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Unfortunately, there exist no well-formulated

models with price-setting firms that generate the

competitive outcome. On the contrary, a variety of

models (eg, Diamond [51 and Axell [31) have pro

duced the monopoly outcome. More precisely, these

models have shown in a single-market, partial equi

librium setting that if an equilibrium exists in

which all firms charge the same price, then that

price will be the one that would be charged by a

monopolist controlling the entire market.

An even more interesting equilibrium possibility

to consider is one in which not all firms charge

the same price. The existence of such a dispersion

equilibrium is of course essential for the logical

foundations of search theory. This point has been

forcefully made by Rothschild [71. In that well

known survey paper the model in which consumers

search from a known distribution of prices (or

job-seekers search from a known distribution of

wages) was criticized as being "partial-partial".

The first "partial" refers to the fact that only

one side of the market is analyzedi i.e. the

price-setting behavior of firms that presumably

generated the distribution from which individuals

are searching is left untreated. The second "parti

al" refers to the fact that one market is analyzed

in isolation. Consumer demand (or labor supply) is

taken as given, usually at the level of one "unit"

per period of analysis, which is equivalent to

ignoring linkages between markets.

The problem of removing the first "partial" was

addressed by Axell [31 using a model in which

each individual searches for one unit of a homoge-
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neous good. His approach was to postulate a densi

ty function for prices, say f(p), and adensity

function for consumer search costs, say y (c). As

surning that individuals follow an optimal sequen

tial search rule, one can use the two postulated

densities to derive the density function of reser

vation prices and of actual purchase or "s topping"

prices, say w(p). Next, he argues that a firm ' s

expected demand will be proportional to w(p)/f(p):

then for a constant marginal east function, he

derives Il (p), i. e. expected profits as a function

of price. A price dispersion equilibrium is defin

ed as a non-degenerate density, f(p), such that

Il(p) is constant for all p in the support of f(p).

The basic result derived is a set of necessary and

sufficient conditions on y(c) that ensure the ex

istenee of a price dispersion equilibrium. These

are that y(c) must not be bounded away from zero,

that y (c) must be decreasing and convex, and that

the "degree of convexity" must satisfy certain

conditions.

There are several other models of equilibrium

price dispersion in the literature. Although

almost none of these are based on the optimal

sequential search strategy that is the essenee of

mainstream search theory, they are nonetheIess sup

portive of the idea that the "law of one price" is

quite capable of violation. (Burdett and Judd

[4] give a good unified treatment of partiaI

equilibrium price dispersion models based on non

sequential and "noisy" search.)

The current state of research on search market

equilibria, i.e., equilibria in markets character

ized by incomplete information and the absence of
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an external price-setting authority, can thus be

broadly summarized as follOW's. In a single-market

setting the equilibrium outcome of competition

among firms will be either a degenerate equilibri

um at the monopoly price or a price dispersion

equilibrium. (See Hey [6], Chapter 25 for a good

survey. )

In this paper we extend models of search market

equilibrium to incorporate general equilibrium con

siderations. The motive for such an extension is

of course to investigate whether the extremely

anticompetitive (alternative ly , pro-search theore

tic) results of the existing literature are a

partial equilibrium artifact. Simply stated, our

results indicate that they are not.
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2 "l"BE GEIIERAL MODBL

We consider a simple general equilibrium economy

wi th a product market and alabor market. There

are u individuals and n firms in this economy.

Both u and n are arbitrarily large, and ~ = u/n is

also arbitrarily large.

Denote the distribution functions of prices and

wages by F(p) and M(w), respectively. For conve

nience, we take F to be right-continuous and M to

be left-continuous; i.e., F(p) = Pr[price~J and

M(w) = prfwage<wJ. Assume that individuals are fol

lowing optimal search strategies (in a sense to be

made precise below) given F and M. Then, conditio

naI on F and M, each firm face s a product demand

schedule q(p) and alabor supply schedule .Q. (w) •

Assume each firm sets p and w to maximize expected

profits. This maximization proceeds subject to the

constraint that the offered wage elicits suffi

cient labor supply to produce the product demand

induced by the offered price. Assume the simplest

linear production function

q(p) = .Q.(w). (l)

Then the firm's decision problem is to choose p,w

to maximize

TI(p,w) = pq(p) - w.Q.(w) (2)

subject to the production constraint (l). Assume

that the profits earned by firms are paid out to

individuals as dividends.
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We want to characterize the Nash equilibria in

this model. This means that we want to find distri

bution functions F and M such that:

(i) Each individual is following an optimal

search strategy given F and M~

(ii) Each firm is setting (p,w) to maximize

rr(p,w) subject to the production constraint,

where the optimal choice is taken conditio

nal on F and M~

(iii) The outcome of firms I optimal choices of p

and w generates the distribution functions F

and M.

There are two possible types of equilibria to

consider in this model:

(i) Degenerate equilibria, i.e., equilibria in

which all firms charge the same price, p*,

and offer the same wage, w*~

(ii) Dispersion equilibria in which both prices

and wages follow non-degenerate distribution

functions.

Individuals' search

We begin by characterizing optimal behavior for

individuals • In each period there are u individ

uals in the econorny. The individual's decision
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problem is to seareh in an optimal fashion for a

suitably low priee and high wage.

The individual is assumed to die with probability

't' at the end of eaeh period. This "eonstant death

risk" assumption is a eonvenient means of eombin

ing the traetability of the "infinite horizon

seareh model with diseounting" with the introdue

tion of a steady flow of new searehers into the

eeonomy.

The individual is assumed to deeide whether or not

to seareh based on the eriterion of maximizing

expeeted futurelifetime eonsumption. Thus, if at

the end of period t he faees the deeision of

whether or not to eontinue seareh, he ehooses that

alternative whieh maximizes the sum of expeeted

eonsumptions over periods t+l, t+2, •••

During eaeh period of his existenee the individual

is endowed with a non-wage (dividend) ineome of G.

G is assumed to be the same for all individuals

and eloses the eeonomy (all profit is distributed

to individuals as dividends).

At the beginning of an individual ' sexistenee he

draws a "doubleton" priee-wage offer, i.e., a

priee drawn at random from one firm and a wage

drawn at random from another firm; and so long as

he eontinues to seareh, he eontinues to draw a

random priee-wage offer at the end of eaeh period.

We assume that the individualls eonsumption during
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any period of search is E (0 /p), i. e., consumption

out of dividends at the average price. The crucial

point is that while engaged in search the individ

ual consumes only out of non-wage income.

Suppose the individual has drawn a price-wage

offer of (p,w). If he accepts (p,w), then he goes

to work at the wage w in the next period and

consumes (W+0)/p per period so long as he continu

es to survive. Having accepted (p,w), the probabi

litY of surviving one period is l-~, of surviving

two periods is (1-~)2, etc., so the expected

future lifetime consumption from an accepted
l-~ w+0

(p,w) offer is --.
~ p •

Let V denote the expected lifetime consumption for

a new entrant to the economy, given that he search

es optimally. The value of accepting an offer
l-~ w+0

(p,w) is E(0/p) + -- • --, whereas the value of
~ p

rejecting it is E(0/p)+(1-~)V. Hence the optimal

sequential strategy for an individual is to accept

(p,w) iff

w+e
--- > ~V _ k. (3)

p

That is, optimal sequential search behavior is

characterized by the reservation rule (3) with

reservation real income k. Now, V can be computed

as

V = eE(pl) + l-~ E(w+e,w+e > k) • pr(w+e > k) +
~ P P P

w+e
(l-~)V • Pr(--- < k).

P
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Expressing this in terms of F (p) and M(w) and

substituting kl. = V, gives the following equation

for k

00

k = e J !. dF ( ) + 1-.
• -00 P P •

00 00

J ( J
-00 kp-e

w+e dM(w»)dF(p) +
p

00 kp-e
1-. k J ( J dM(w»)dF(p).
• -ro -ro

(4)

(Note: Recall that F is defined to be right-conti

nuous while M is defined to be left-continuous.)

Unemployment

Recall that each individual faces a constant death

risk of •• Therefore in a steady state .u individ

uals will enter and exit the systern each period.

Let h denote the probability that a randomly drawn

(p,w) offer will be acceptable, i.e.,

h _ Pr(W+8
p

00 00

> k) = J ( J dM(w»dF(p).
-00 kp-e

(5 )

Then the number of searching individuals in the

econorny in any period t may be cOlllputed as fol

lows. There are .u individuals entering the systern

at time t. There are .u(l-.) (l-h) who entered at

t-l and neither died nor found their initial offer

acceptable. There are .u(1-.)2 (1-h)2 who entered

at t-2 and who neither died nor found either of

their first two offers acceptable, etc, etc. Thus,

the fraction of individuals searching in any

period, i.e., the unemployrnent rate, is

• •s - ~l--~(l~--.')·(~l--~h~) = .+(l-.)h (6)
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Note there is a simple re1ationship that must hold

between s and k, nam~ly,

k = (l-s). (7 )

This fo11ows as an accounting identity since (l-s)

equa1s average prop:uction per individual, whi1e k

is average consurnption. Equation (7) can be veri

fied more forma11y once we have derived q(p), the

demand schedule.

Product demand and 1abor supp1y

In any period ther~ are IJ,S searchers per firm in

the economy, and the allocation of searchers

across firms is random. Hence, if a firm charges

a price p, it canexpect a demand of IJ,se lp from

searchers. Among the IJ,S searchers contacting a

firm charging a price p in any given period, a

fraction l-M (kp-e) will terminate search and

accept p and the wage offer they simultaneous

ly receive. In p~riod t the firm will have

(l-~)lJ,s(l-M(kp-e») emp10yed customers who ter

minated search at the end of period t-l,

(1-~ ) 21J, s( l-M (kp-e ») who terminated search at the

end of period t-2, etc. That is, a firm charging a

price p will have (1-~)/~ IJ,S (l-M(kp-e») ernp10yed

customers per period.

The expected demand from each of these is

(X)

l f (w+e)dM(w)/(l~M(kp-e»).
p kp-e
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Thus, the expected demand from employed consumers

for a firm charging p is

(1-,; )\1 s
,;p

o:>

f (w+e) dM (w ) •
kp-e

Adding together the expected demands from search

ers and employed customers gives the firm' s ex

pected demand schedule:

q(p)
o:>

= \1S (e + 1-,; f (w+e)dM(w»)l.
p ,; kp-e

(8)

l To verify (7), use

o:>

(l-s) = l f q(p)dF(p)
\1 -o:>

C) l 1-,;
= se f p dF(p) + s ,;

-o:>

o:> o:>

f ( f w+e dM(w»)dF(p)
-o:> kp-e p

Using equation (4), we then have

(l-s) = sk l
o:> kp-e

- --=.:E. sk f (f dM(w»dF(p)
,; ,;

= skf! - 1-,; (l-h») = k.
,; ,;

QED.
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Likewise, among the ~s searchers contacting a firm

offering a wage w in any given period, a frac

tion F(W+0}/k) will terminate search and be

come employees. In period t the firm will have

(1-,; }~sF( (w+0) /k) employees who terminated search

at the end of period t-l, (1-,;}2~sF( (w+0)/k) who

terminated search at the end of period t-2, etc.

Each of these employees provides one unit of labor

per period. Thus, the firm's expected labor supply

schedule is:

.t(w) = 1-,; w+0
,; ~ sF (-lZ-). 2 (9)

2 Equation (9) can be used as the basis for an
alternative derivation of (6). The employment rate
is given by

l-s
0:>,

= 1:. f .t (w)dM(w)
~ -o:>

= s
1-,;

,;

o:>

f F(w~e)dM(w)
-o:>

w+e
o:> 1< o:> o:>

= 1-,;
f ( f dF(p})dM(w) = 1-,;

f ( f dM (w})dF (p)s -- s --
,; ,; kp-e-o:> -o:> -o:>

1-,;
whence (6 ) follows.= s -- h,; ,
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3 DEGIlI1EBA".rE EQUILIBRDJII

We begin by considering the possibility of ~ dege

nerate equilibrium, i. e., an equilibrium in which

all firms are charging a common price p* and offer

ing a common wage w*. Such a combination consti

tutes an equilibrium if

(i) no firm can increase its profits by deviat

ing from (p*, w*)

(ii) individuals follow the optimal sequential

search strategy

(iii) the production constraint is satisfied.

If all firms offer (p*,w*), then the only search

ers in the market are new entrants, so that s = ~.

Individuals entering the econo~ will consume e/p*

in their entry period and (w*+e)/p* per period

thereafterr hence

k = ~(~* + (1-.) (w*+e») =
p ~ p*

e w*- + (l-~)p* p*
(lO)

Now consider the consequences of a single firm ' s

deviation from (p*,w*). An individual will accept

a price p in conjunction with the common wage w*
w*+e w*+e

so long as -- > k, i.e., p < p* • (l ) *+e .p - - -~ w
Hence, the individual firm faces the demand schedule

w*+ep < p* • (l-.)w*+e

q(p) =

l:.. (e + (1-. )w*) r
p

lJ.'te
p

p > p* • cw*+e
(1-. )w*+e

(Il)
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Similarly, an individual will accept a wage w in

conjunction with the common price p* so long as

(w+e )/p* ~ (e/p*)+(l-1: )w*/p*., Le. w > (l-1:)w*.

Thus

J. (w) _ { O

- ~ (1-1:)

w < (1-1: )w*

w > (1-1: )w*

(12 )

and it is clear that, so long as w* > O, the com

bination (p*,w*) cannot constitute an equilibrium,

since each firm has both the incentive and the

possibility to offer a wage of slightly less than

w* •

However, suppose we normalize the unit of account

for prices, wages and dividends by setting e = L

Then there exists a degenerate equilibrium with

w* = O and p* = 1/(1-1:). From equations (11) and

(12), the indicated value for p* implies satisfac

tion of the production constraint. Equation (10)

trivially indicates the optimality of accepting

(p*,w*) for individuals. Optimality for firms fol

lows from the discontinuities in q(p) precisely at

p* = 1/(1-1:) and in J. (w) precisely at w* = o.

Note that this degenerate equilibrium is very simi

lar to the degenerate equilibrium at the monopoly

price derived in a partial equilibrium setting. To

see the analogy, imagine a single firm controlling

both the labor market and the product market. Act

ing as a monopsonist on the labor market this firm
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would exploit the zero elasticity of labor supply

(by employed workers ) to drive the wage as low as

possible, i.e., to w* = O. Once w* = O and a norm

alization is chosen, a single price is determined

by the economy-wide production constraint. Thus,

the tendency towards the single-price "monopoly"

outcome suggested by partiaI equilibrium analyses

of search markets carries over to general equilib

rium. It is interesting to note, however, that in

a general equilibrium setting the "monopoly/monop

sony" outcome is Pareto efficient. Any degenerate

outcome avoids the was tage of resources on social

ly unproductive search, and the "monopoly/monop

sony" equilibrium is the only self-sustaining de

generate outcome.

4 DISPERSIOB EQUILIBRDJM

We next consider non-degenerate equilibria. In

this section we establish existence and investi

gate the properties of the simplest type of non

degenerate equilibrium, name ly , a two-point joint

distribution of prices and wages.

Consider a two-point wage offer distribution in

which a lower wage Wo is offered with probabili ty

yo and a higher wage w
l

is offered with probabil

i ty Yl = l-yO. In equilibrium J. (w) cannot be con

stant in neighborhoods of either Wo or w
l

; other

wise firms could reduce wages without any loss in

labor supply. Using equation (9) it follows that F

must be increasing at PO ::: (wO+e) /k and at

PI ::: (wl +e) /k; that is in equilibrium the prices

P
o

and PI are necessarily offered. There is a

simple economic intuition behind this particular
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price- and wage-offer combination. If a searcher

is unlucky and draws the low wage, wO' then he

will reject that wage unless it is offset by a

sufficiently low price. But from the definition of

k, Po is the highest such price~ i. e., Po is the

"reservation price" for those who draw the lower

wage. Likewise, w
l

is the "reservation wage" for

those unlucky enough to draw the higher price, PI.

Demand and labor supply

If Po and PI are the only prices offered, then

q (p) and .R. (w) are particularly simple functions.

Applying equations (8) and (9),

q(p) = Po < p < PI (13)

O

.R. (w) = \.L S
l-'t

't Yl

\.L S
l-'t

't

w <

< w

That is, q(p) exhibits piecewise unitary elastici

ty and .R. (w) is piecewise constant. The piecewise

unitary elasticity of q(p) implies that it must be

that firms offering Wo charge PI whereas firms of

fering w
l

charge PO. Thus the candidate for equi

librium to consider is one in which the pair
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(Pl'WO) is offered with probability YO and the

pair (po'w
l

) is offered with probability yl=l-yO'

Such a joint distribution is an equilibrium distri

bution if

(i) the offers (Pl'wO) and (PO'wl ) are profit
maximizing given the joint distribution of

offers,

(ii) individuals follow an optimal sequential

search strategy, i. e., k is optimal, condi

tionai on the joint distribution of offers,

and

(iii) the production constraint is satisfied at

both (Pl'wO) and (PO'wl )·

Firms I behavior

We begin by examining the implications of profit

maximization. Since all firms are identical a ne

cessary condition for profit-maximization is that

the profits generated by the two pairs of offers

be equal; that is, Plq(Pl) - wO~(wO) = poq(PO) 
wl~ (wl ). Applying (13) and (14) yields an equal

profit condition that must hold in equilibrium,

viz.

(15 )

It is important to recognize that (15) is not only

necessary but also sufficient for firms I optimiz

ing behavior. To establish sufficiency consider

the implications of a deviation from the 2-point
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distribution. The piecewise constancy of .R. (w) and

the piecewise unitary elasticity of q(p) imply

that any such deviation will result either in

decreased profits (if p or w are increased) or in

a violation of the production constraint (if p or

w are decreased).

As an aside, it is interesting to note that (15)

implies an equilibrium profit level of 1-19. That

profits be equal to \-1e is of course implied by the

consistency condition that profits per firm equal

dividend payments per firm. The argument uses

2
s = ~/[l-(l-~)yo l (16)

which follows as a special case of (6). The prof

its generated by, e.g., (Pl'wO) are then

Plq(Pl)-WO.R.(wO)
l-~ l-~= \-1 S ( e + -~- y l (wl +e ) - -~- wOYl )

= \-1 S ( ~ e + (l-~ }y l [e+(wl-wo)l)
~

= \-1 S
(~e+(l-~)(l-Yo)(l+Yo)e)

~

\-1 se 2= ( 1- (l-~ }y o ) = \-1e QED.
~

Individuals' behavior

Next we exarnine the implications of optimal sequen

tia l search behavior. Since individuals sample p

and w from different firms there are four possible

outcomes:
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Income Probability

(wO +9) /Pl
2 not acceptableYO

(wO +9) /PO YOY l acceptable (=k)

(Wl +9) /Pl YOY l acceptable (=k)

(wl +9) /PO
2 acceptable (>k)Yl

Note once again the "reservation price" property

of Po and the "reservation wage" property of wl •

Applying equation (4) to the 2-point distribution

then gives

k YO Yl 1 2 Wl +9 1 2= 9(- + -) + -=.:E.. Y + -=.:I.( 1 -y ) k • (1 7 )
't PI Po 't 1 Po 't 1

Production constraints

The final step is to apply the production con

straints. These are q(PO) = ~(wl) and q(Pl) =
~(wO). This implies in particular that

't
l-'t 9 + Yl (wl +9 )

PlYl

l~'t 9 + YO(WO+9)+Yl (Wl +9)
=

Po

After a bit of arithmetic this reduces to (recall

= (w. +9) /k)
1.

(18)
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One virtue of this formulation is that it allows a

tremendous simplification

terizing k. Using yi =

becomes

of the
w

l

equation charac-

equation (17)

or

o =

o = or

(19 )

3 If one assumes decreasing returns to scale,

exactly the same argument establishes wl(~/(l-~»)>

yt(Wl +8) and Wo < O~ whereas if increasing returns
to scale are assumed, W l( ~ / (l-~» < y1(w 1+8) and
Wo > O. The acceptance of a wage Wo < O need not
be inconsistent with optimal search by individ

uals. Individuals accept Wo when drawn together
with pO in order to secure "permanent access II to
the lower price. However, we find it interesting
to note that this example and others we have work
ed with in models of this genre seem to suggest

the relative plausibility of nonconvex production
technologies, at least in the sense of generating
more "p l aus ible II modeloutcomes •
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Existence

We are now prepared for the existence proof. We

seek values for the variables YO' Yl' wO' wl ' PO'

PI' 8 and k such that YO +Yl = l (O<Yl<l),

p. = (w. +8 ) /k, i=l, 2 and such that the four equi-
~ ~

librium conditions are satisfied, viz.,

(i) the two production constraints,

q(PO) = ~(wl) and

q(Pl) = ~(wO)

(ii) the condition (15) for firms' optimization,

wl-wO = Y087

(iii) the condition (17) for individua1s' optimiza

tion.

In addition, some uni t of account (a numeraire)

must be chosen, and for convenienee we again set

8=1. This leaves us with 8 variables and 8 equa

tions, which we now proceed to prove have a unique

solution, given a value for ~.

From eq. (18) we have

which together with firms optimization (wl-wO =

(l-Yl )8) implies

(20)
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For yl=O, the LHS of (20) is positive, and for

Yl=l the LHS is negative. Further, the LHS of (20)

is strictly decreasing in Yl for O ~ Yl ~ 17 hence

there exists a unique solution for Yl in the range

O<y<1.

We define Yl to have this value, and also define

consecutively

e = l, Yo = l-y l' wO = O, w l = ~ +yo e.

We now define PI by,

which in view of (13) and (14) implies that

(21)

Finally, we define k and Po bY7

k = and Po =

We now establish that this does indeed yield a

solution to our system. The only equations that

are not obviously satisfied are condition (iii)

and the first condition of (i). However, (20)

together with (ii) and Wo = O implies (18), and

this in turn has been shown to be equivalent to
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This, together with (21), establishes condition

(i) • It remains to show (iii) But we have seen

that (17) , given the production constraints,

firms optimization and the relations p. = (w. +8 ) /k
J. J.

reduces to (19), i.e. Wo = o. This settles condi-

tion (iii).

Thus we have shown that there exists a 2-point

Nash equi1ibrium in which some firma offer a low

wage (equa1 to zero) and charge a high price whi1e

all other firms offer a higher wage and charge a

lower price.

This proposition asserts the existence of an equi

1ibrium in which identica1 firrns are indifferent

between a high rnargin/1ow vo1ume operation on the

one hand and a low margin/high vo1ume operation

on the other hand. The mechanism that a110ws the

high margin firms, i. e., firrns offering the high

price and the low wage, to attract any emp10yees

and customers is a coup1ing of the 1abor and

product rnarkets in the search process. Thus, for

examp1e, individua1s who have drawn a high price

will be wi11ing to accept that price if acceptance

ensures "permanent access" to a high wage. Exist

ence has been proven for constant returns to sca1e

on1y, but it is not difficu1t to construct numeri

ca1 examples of equi1ibria using decreasing or

increasing returns to sca1e production functions.

Nor is it difficu1t to construct a general exist

ence proof for such production functions, provid

ing we do not a110w "too much " deviation from the

constant returns to sca1e case.
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It is easy to imagine the existence of other dis

persion equilibria, as weIl. The most obvious ex

tension would be to an N-point dispersion equili

brium, i.e., an equilibrium in which N wages,

wI <••• <w
N

' are offered together with the corre-

w +e wl+e
d " N An thspon 1ng pr1ces, PN = -k--- >••• > PI - -k---· o er

intriguing possibility to consider is a continuous

dispersion equilibrium, i.e., an equilibrium in

which the supports of F and M are intervals, say

fPo,Pll and fwo,wll. We have been unable to prove

the existence of a continuous dispersion equilibri

umi however, if such an equilibrium exists, then

we can demonstrate that it has two very interest

ing properties. These are, again conditionai on

existence, (i) the supports of F and M must be

bounded and (i i) F

the lowest price

corresponding mass point at w
I

' the highest wage

offered.

The argument that demonstrates that the supports

of F and M must be bounded is as follows. First,

the existence of a minimum price, pO' and a max

imum wage, w
I

' follows from the requirement that

profits be non-negative in equilibrium. Second,

for any joint distribution of prices and wages

there is a minimum wage, wO=kpO-e, below which no

labor supply is elicited. Hence there is a lower

bound on the wage offer distribution. Likewise,
, , wl+e

there is a maX1mum pr1ce, PI = -k---' above which

no firm can attract "permanent" customers. The

revenues of a firm offering P>PI are ~se and costs

are non-negative. But in equilibrium profits must

be given by ~ei hence PI must be an upper bound on

the price offer distribution. The above argument
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also gives the essence of the proof that F and M

must have mass points at Po and wl ' respectively.

In equilibrium profits, (p-w)q(p), equal Ile for

all p in the support of F, rPo' PI l, i.e., q(p) >-
Ile/p for these values of p, whereas q(p) = Ilse/p

for all P>PI. Hence, q(p) must be discontinuous at

PI. But, from (8) , this implies a corresponding

discontinuity in M at wI=kpl-e; i. e., M must have

a mass point at w
l

and F a corresponding mass

point at PO. QED.

S COBCLUSIOIIS

In this paper we have constructed a general equili

brium model of an econo~ in which (i) prices and

wages are actively set by firms and (ii) imperfect

ly informed individuals follow an optimal sequen

tial strategy in searching for a suitably low

price and high wage. We have demonstrated the ex

istence of both degenerate ("monopoly /monopsony" )

and dispersion equilibria and in the process have

confirmed abasic insight suggested by partiaI

equilibrium models of search; name ly, that in the

absence of costless information the conclusions

of competitive

fiction of an

analysis

external

depend crucially on the

price-setting authority

("the auctioneer").

On the other hand, our results contradict a second

basic "insight" suggested by the partiaI equilibri

um approach. PartiaI equilibrium analysis seems to

indicate that dispersion equilibria and sequential

search are difficult bed-fellows at best, that one

needs to resort to non-sequential or "noisy"

search in order to attain a dispersion equilibrium

with a minimum of cumbersome assumptions. This

turns out to be not at all the case in general
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equilibrium. The reason is that in general equili

brium the eost of seareh, i.e., the foregone wage,

is endogenously determined. Eaeh firm has the in

eentive to set its wage offer sueh that the net

eost of seareh assoeiated with that wage offer and

one of the priees that is offered is zero.

Note further that in general equilibrium there is

no need for heterogeneity among individuals and/or

firms to generate dispersion. This again contra

diets the flavor of results suggested by partial

equilibrium models of sequential seareh. In our

model differenees in "reservation priees" aeross

individuals needed to sustain priee dispersion are

generated by differenees in outeomes of labor

market seareh~ likewise differenees in "reserva

tion wages" are generated by differenees in out

eomes of produet market seareh. The linkage be

tween markets that is the essenee of general equi

librium analysis can thus ereate sustainable dis

persion "out of thin air".

Our basie objeetive in this paper was to study

existenee questions~ however, it turns out that

the model we have eonstrueted can be easily modi

fied to study more eonerete issues. Thus, in

Albrecht and Axell r11 we have used the basie

strueture of this model to examine the effeets of

unernployment eornpensation when the endogenei ty of

the wage offer distribution is taken into aeeount.

Considering the extent to whieh "partial- partial"

seareh analysis has been ernployed in labor and

maeroeeonomies, the list of further potential

applieations would seem to be large indeed.
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APPEIID:IX

Notation

The general model

o

k

u

n

s

~ (w)

q(p)

F(p)

M(w)

Dividends

w+0
Optimal reservation real income -p-.

The death risk (constant)

Number of individuals

Number of firms

u/n = individuals per firm

Unemployment rate

The supply of labor a firm face s offering
the wage w

The demand for products a firm faces charg
ing the price p

Distribution function of prices

Distribution function of wages

The degenerated case

w* The single wage

p* The single price

The two-point case

Wo The low wage

wI The high wage

Po The low price

PI The high price

Yo Frequency of low wage - high price firms

y l Frequence of high wage - low price firms
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